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of Gudius, and by Dr. Smith. The second inscription has 
lost some letters; instead of TIIN NEAN, the words with 

which its first line then commenced, the last two letters of 
these words only are now discernible. He also exhibited to 
the Academy fac-similes of the inscriptions, and made some 
remarks on the differences observable in the characters in 
which they are writtein. 

The Rev. Charles Graves, F.T.C.D., read a paper On 
certain general Properties of the Cones of the Second De 
gree. 

Let a sphere be described whose centre is at the vertex 
of a cone of the second degree, and through the vertex let 
two planes be drawn parallel to the planes of the circular 
sections of the cone; the curve formed by the intersection 
of the cotne and sphere is called a spherical conic, and the 
two planes meet the surface of the sphere in two great circles 

which are called the cyclic arcs of the conic. These arcs, 
as M. Chasles has observed, possess properties relative to 
the conic exactly analogous to those of the asvmptotes of 
a hyperbola. Moreover, many of their properties depend 
on the most elementary ones of the circle; but, as all the 
properties of cones, and therefore of spherical conics, are 
double, each theorem relative to the cyclic arcs furnishes a 
corresponding one relative to the foci of the supplementary 
conic, formed by the intersection of the sphere with a cone 
whose generatrices are perpendicular to the tangent planes 
of the cone on which the proposed conic is traced. And 
further, the theorems relating to spherical conics beconme 
applicable in general to the plane conic sections, by suppo 
sing the radius of the sphere to become infinite. 

These considerations, for which we are indebted to M. 
Chasles, are calculated to direct the attention of geometers 
to the cyclic arcs of the spherical conics. In following this 
track, Mr. Graves lhas been led to many new and general 
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properties of the cones of the second degree, amongst wlich 
the following deserve to be noticed: 

I. If two fixed tangent arcs be drawn to a spherical 
conic, and any third tangent arc be drawn meeting them in 
two points, the arcs passing through these two points and 
through the pole of a cyclic arc will intercept on that cyclic 
arc a portion of a constanit length. 

2. If from two fixed points in a spherical conic, arcs be 
drawn to any third point on the curve, and produced to meet 
one of the director arcs, they will intercept between them on 
that director arc a portion which will subtend a constant 
angle at the corresponding focus. 

3. A spherical conic and one of its cyclic arcs being 
given, if, round the pole of this cyclic arc, as vertex, a spheri 
cal angle of variable magnitude be made to turn, whose sides 
intercept between them on the cyclic arc a portion of a con 
stant length, the arc joining the points in which the sides of 
the moveable angle meet the given conic will envelope a 
second spherical conic: the given cyclic arc will be a cyclic 

arc of the new conic, and this arc will have the same pole 

with relation to the two curves. 
4. A spherical conic and one of its foci being given, if 

round that focus, as vertex, a constant spherical angle be 
made to turn, and from the points in which its sides meet the 
director arc corresponding to the given focus, two arcs be 
drawn touching the given conic, their point of concourse will 
generate a second spherical conic: the given focus will be a 
focus of the new conic, and the corresponding director arc 

will be the same in the two curves. 
5. If a variable spherical angle turn round a fixed point 

on the surface of a sphere so as to intercept between its sides 

a constant segment on a fixed arc, the arc joining the points 

in which its sides meet two other fixed arcs will envelope a 

spherical conic touching these two fixed arcs. 
6. If a constatnt spherical angle turtn round a fixed poinit 
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on the surface of a sphere, the arcs joining the points in 
which its sides maeet a fixed arc with two other fixed points 
will intersect in a point, the locus of which will be a sphe 
rical conic passing through these two last mentioned fixed 
points. 

If two tangents to a parabola intersect at a constant 

angle, the radii vectores drawn from the focus to the two 
points of contact will also contain between them a constant 
angle. But, as is well known, in any conic section, the 
point of concourse of the tangents at the extremities of two 
focal radii vectores, which contain between them a constant 
angle, will generate a conic section. Hence we deduce the 
following very general properties of spherical conics. 

7. If two tangent arcs to a spherical conic intercept be 
tween them a segment of a constant length on a fixed tan 
gent arc to the curve, their point of concourse will generate 
a second spherical conic. 

8. If a constant spherical angle turn round a fixed point 
on a spherical conic, the arc joining the points, in which 
its sides meet the curve, will envelope a second spherical 
conic. 

9. In theorem 7, if the segment intercepted on the fixed 
tangent arc be a quadrant, the point of concourse of the 
tangent arcs will move along an arc of a great circle. 

10. In theorem 8, if the constant angle be right, the arc 
wlhich it subtends in the spherical conic will pass through a 
fixed point. 

The two following theorems may be obtained by the aid 
of the equation of a spherical conic, expressed in spherical 
coordinates: 

I 1. From two fixed poinits oni the surface of a sphere, 

the distance between which is 90?, let arcs p, p', be drawn 
perpendicular to a moveable arc, and let a, f, be arcs of a 

givenlengtli; if sinp + sin 2$ = 1, the moveable arc will 
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envelope a spherical conic whose principal diametral arcs 
are 2a, and 2/3; they will pass through the fixed points, and 
the centre of the conic will be the pole of the great circle 
passing through the two fixed points. 

12. The base of a spherical triangle being a quadrant, if 

Cot 2a Cot 2 
its base angles a, b, be such that + = 1, where 

tan2a +tan 2b=,wer 

a and 13 are given arcs, the locus of the vertex will be a 
spherical conic, whose principal diametral arcs are 2a, and 
2/3; they will pass through the extremities of the given qua 
drant, and the centre of the conic will be the pole of the 
quadrant. 

Some of the preceding theorems lead to new and very 
general properties of the conic sections: and one (No. 6) 
gives rise to a new and remarkably simple organic de 
scription of them. It should be observed that the arcs here 
spoken of are all arcs of great circles. 

His Grace the Archbishop of Dublini having taken the 
Chair, the President continued the reading of Dr. Robin 
son's Paper "1 On the Determination of the Constant of 

Refraction by Observations with the Mural Circle of the 
Armagh Observatory." 

The author remarks, that the problem of astronomical 
refraction is embarrassed by two causes of error. The dif 
ferential of the refraction is obtained by supposing the at 

mosphere to consist of spherical shells concentric with the 
earth; and the integral of this, by assuming some mathe 
matical relation between the height above the earth and the 
corresponding density of the air. He shews that the first 
of these cannot be rigorously true; and that the relation 
between density and height, besides being unknown in ge 
neral, may be expected to vary with the latitude. He 
therefore considers all existing refraction tables as approxi 
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